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Abstract

For non-monotonic reasoning, explicit orderings
over formulae o er an important solution to problems such as `multiple extensions'. However, a
criticism of such a solution is that it is not clear,
in general, from where the orderings should be
obtained. Here we show how orderings can be derived from statistical information about the domain which the formulae cover. For this we
provide an overview of prioritized logics|a general class of logics that incorporate explicit orderings over formulae. This class of logics has
been shown elsewhere to capture a wide variety of
proof-theoretic approaches to non-monotonic reasoning, and in particular, to highlight the role of
preferences|both implicit and explicit|in such
proof theory. We take one particular prioritized
logic, called SF logic, and describe an experimental approach for comparing this logic with an important example of a logic that does not use explicit orderings of preference|namely Horn clause
logic with negation-as-failure. Finally, we present
the results of this comparison, showing how SF
logic is more skeptical and more accurate than
negation-as-failure.
Keywords: non-monotonic reasoning, statistical
inference, prioritized logics, machine learning.

Introduction

Within the class of non-monotonic logics and associated systems such as inheritance hierarchies, there is a

dichotomy between those formalisms that incorporate
explicit notions of preference over formulae, and those
that do not. Even though using explicit orderings offers an e ective mechanism for obviating certain kinds
of `multiple extension' problems, their use remains controversial. A major criticism is that it is unclear where
the orderings come from. We address this criticism
by arguing that the orderings should be derived from
statistical information generated from the domain over
which they operate. If we delineate the kind of information about the domain that we require, then there
are generic mappings from this information into the set
of orderings over data.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First,
we provide an overview of prioritized logics|a general class of logics that incorporate explicit preferences
over formulae. Second, we take one particular prioritized logic, SF logic, and describe an experimental approach to comparing this logic with an important example of a logic that does not use explicit orderings of
preference|namely Horn clause logic with negationas-failure. Third, we take SF logic and show how we
can generate explicit orderings over the data using statistical inference, and nally, we present the results of
the comparison, showing how SF logic is more skeptical
and more accurate than negation-as-failure.

Overview of prioritized logics

In order to provide a general framework for logics with
explicit orderings, we use the family of prioritized logics [Hunter, 1992; Hunter, 1993]. Within this family,
each member is such that:

 Each formula of the logic is labelled.
 The rules of inference for the logic are augmented

with rules of manipulation for the labels.
 The labels correspond to a partially-ordered structure.
A prioritized logic is thus an instance of a labelled
deductive system [Gabbay, 1991a; Gabbay, 1991b;
Gabbay and de Queiroz, 1993].
A prioritized logic can be used for non-monotonic
reasoning by de ning a consequence relation that allows the inference of the formula with a label that is
`most preferred' according to some preference criterion.
Furthermore, we can present a wide variety of existing
non-monotonic logics in this framework. In particular,
we can explore the notion of implicit or explicit preference prevalent in a diverse class of non-monotonic
logics. For example, by adopting appropriate one-toone rewrites of formulae into prioritized logic formulae,
we can show how the propositional form of a number of
key non-monotonic logics including negation-as-failure
with general logic programs, ordered logic, LDR, and
a skeptical version of inheritance hierarchies, can be
viewed as using preferences in an essentially equivalent fashion [Hunter, 1993].
For this paper, we use a member of the prioritized
logics family called SF logic and de ned as follows. The
language is composed of labelled formulae of the following form, where 0 ; : : :; n; are unground literals,
i is a unique label, and n  0.
i : 0 ^:::^ n !
We call these formulae SF rules. We also allow
uniquely labelled ground positive and negative literals which we call SF facts. A database  is a tuple
( ; ; ; ), where is a set of SF rules and facts, is
[0; 1]  [0; 1],  is some partial-ordering relation over ,
and  is a map from labels into . This means each label corresponds to a pair of reals, and in this sense the
ordering is two-dimensional. We use [0; 1]  [0; 1] only
as a convenient representation for two-dimensional partial orderings. For the SF facts,  maps to (1; 1).
There is more than one intuitive way of combining
these two dimensions of values to generate a single
poset ( ; ). We de ne the  relation in terms of
, the usual ordering relation for the real numbers.
Consider the following de nitions for the  relation.
De nition 1 (i; p)  (j; q) i (i > j ) or (i =
j and p > q)
De nition 2 (i; p)  (j; q) i (i > j and p > q)
De nition 1 imposes a total ordering on , where the
ordering on the rst label takes precedence, and the
second label is only used as a `tie-breaker'. De nition 2
de nes a non-total subset of the rst relation, where
both dimensions play an equally important r^ole.
The  relation can be used to resolve con icts in
the arguments that emanate from and is used as

such in the consequence relation for a prioritized logic.
The SF consequence relation j allows an inference
if is proposed and undefeated or if is a fact. It is
proposed if and only if there is an argument for , such
that all conditions for are satis ed by recursion. It
is undefeated if and only if there is no more preferred
arguments for the complement of . For all databases
, atomic labels i, unground literals , groundings
, and ground literals  , the j relation is de ned as
follows, where, if  is a positive literal then ^ = : and
:c =  :

De nition 3
 j  if i :  2  and (i) = (1; 1)
 j  if 9i[proposed(; i;  ) and undefeated(; i;  )]

proposed(; i;  ) i
9 0 ; : : :; n ;  [i : 0 ^ : : : ^ n ! 2 
and ( ) = 
and  j ( 0 ); : : :;  j ( n )]
undefeated(; i;  ) i
8j [proposed(; j; ^) ) (i)  (j )]
Suppose = fr : (a); p : (x) ! (x); q : (x) !
: (x)g, where (p) = (0:6; 0:7), (q) = (0:5; 0:8) and
(r) = (1; 1). Using De nition 1, (p)  (q), so
 j (a) and  j (a) hold. Using De nition 2,
however, we have that (p) 6 (q) and (q) 6 (p) so
 6j (a) and  6j : (a), but still  j (a). This

illustrates how De nition 2 captures a more skeptical
logic.

Generating Rules

To show the value of generating explicit orderings,
we now want to compare SF logic with existing nonmonotonic logics. However, instead of undertaking
this comparison purely on theoretical grounds, we do
an empirical comparison with Horn clause logic augmented with negation-as-failure (Prolog). To support
this, we use a machine learning algorithm, Golem [Muggleton and Feng, 1990], to generate de nite clauses.
Golem is an inductive logic programming approach to
learning [Muggleton, 1991; Muggleton, 1992]. Using
Golem means that signi cantly large numbers of examples can be used to generate these clauses. This
facilitates the empirical study, and supports the statistical inference used for generating the explicit ordering. The de nite clauses are used directly by Prolog,
and used via a rewrite by SF logic.
We assume a set of ground literals D which express
relevant facts about the domain in question and we also
assume a target predicate symbol . Since Prolog does
not allow classical negation, we adopt the following
non-logical convention: for a predicate symbol , we
represent negative examples using the predicate symbol not . Golem learns de nite clauses where the head
of the clause has the target predicate symbol . This is
done by using a training set T r of N randomly chosen

literals from D, where each of these literals has either
or not as predicate symbol. To learn these clauses
Golem uses background knowledge, which is another
subset of D, where none of the literals has or not
as a predicate symbol. The literals in the antecedents
of the learnt clauses use the predicate symbols from
the background knowledge.
For example, given background knowledge f (c1),
(c2), (c4 ), (c7 ),  (c1 )g and training examples
f (c1 ); (c2 ); not (c3 )g, Golem would learn the clause
(x) ! (x), which has training accuracy 100%. In
practice we use signi cantly larger sets of background
knowledge and training examples. Also, we allow
Golem to induce clauses with training accuracy below
100%, since learning completely accurate rules is unrealistic in many domains.
The induced clauses are tested using testing
examples|ground literals with predicate symbol either or not , which are randomly selected from
D n T r. In the normal execution of Golem these testing
examples are treated as queries to the induced set of
de nite clauses and are evaluated using `p , the Prolog
consequence relation.
We de ne a function f to evaluate each test example. f takes , the union of the learnt rules and the
background knowledge, and the test example (c) or
not (c), where c is a tuple of ground terms and returns an evaluation of 's prediction concerning the
test example. (Recall that none of the ground literals in the background knowledge have as a predicate
symbol.)

De nition 4

= correct if  `p (c)
= incorrect if  6`p (c)
= correct if  6`p (c)
= incorrect if  `p (c)
To continue the above example, suppose that
f (c4 ); not (c5 ); (c6 ); not (c7 )g were the test examples, then we would have f (; (c4 )) = f (; not (c5 ))
= correct and f (; (c6 )) = f (; not (c7 )) = incorrect. The clause (x) ! (x) would then have the
extremely poor test accuracy of 50%.
We generate SF rules in two stages. First, we run
Golem with target predicate , then we rerun it with
target predicate not . To get the SF rules, we take
the union of the two sets of clauses, rewrite the not
symbol to the negated symbol : , uniquely label each
clause, and provide a map  from the labels into .
This map is determined by information contained in
the training data, and methods for de ning it are described in the next section.
Let  denote the union of the SF rules with the
background data. The examples from the test set are
then used to query . Suppose (c) were such an
example, where either = or = : , then one of
the following obtains (1)  j (c); (2)  j d
(c); or
d
(3) ( 6j (c) and  6j (c)). We de ne the function
f (; (c))
f (; (c))
f (; not (c))
f (; not (c))

g to evaluate each example (note that for SF logic we
have extra category `undecided').

De nition 5

g(; (c)) = correct
if  j
g(; (c)) = incorrect if  j
g(; (c)) = undecided if  j6 

(c)
d
(c)
(c);  6j d
(c)

Generating preference orderings

We now describe how to elicit a preference ordering
over formulae by using facts about the domain, specifically facts from that subset of them which constitutes
the training set of examples. To construct a preference
ordering over the induced formulae, we nd a pair of
values which measure how well con rmed each SF rule
i : ! is by the training data. We then map the
unique label associated with each SF rule to this pair
of values in via the mapping .
For the rst value, we calculate an estimate, denoted
p~, of the probability P ( j ) = p. p is the probability
that a (randomly chosen) example, given that it satises , also satis es . Equivalently, it is the proportion
of those examples that satisfy which also satisfy .
p is an obvious choice as a measure of preference, it is
the probability that the rule ! correctly classi es
examples which it covers, i.e. examples which satisfy
its antecedent . Unfortunately, the value p can not
be determined without examining all individuals in the
domain that satisfy and determining what proportion of them also satisfy . This is infeasible for any
domain large enough to be of interest. We show below
how various estimates p~ are constructed.
Clearly, we want p~ close to p, i.e. we want to minimise l = jp~ pj. The value l would be an ideal measure of the precision of the estimate p~, but it will be
unknown, since p is unknown. Instead, we either use
relative cover (see below) or P (l < t) for some xed t,
as a measure of the reliability of p~. This gives us our
second value.
For details of the various estimates used, see
[Cussens, 1993]. We give only a brief sketch here, since
the important point is that we can use straightforward
and established statistical techniques to derive labels.
Relative Frequency We simply set p~ = r=n, where
n is the number of training examples satisfying
and r the number satisfying ^ . The reliability of
relative frequency as an estimate was measured by
relative cover (n=N ), which is simply the proportion
of training examples which satisfy and hence ` re'
the rule ! . We use relative cover, since, for
example, an estimate of p = 1 is more reliable with
r = 100; n = 100 than with r = 2; n = 2 (recall the
example in the previous section, which had r=n = 1
but test accuracy of only 50%).
Bayesian In Bayesian estimation of probabilities, a
prior probability distribution over possible values of
p is used. This is then updated to give a posterior

distribution, the mean of which is used as a point
estimate p~ of p. Let  be the mean of the prior
distribution, we then have
!
 n 
K^
r
+
p~ =

n + K^ n
n + K^
The balance between r=n and  is governed by the
value K^ , K^ = 0 renders p~ = r=n. Various values for K^ have been employed in the statistical
and machine learning literature [Bishop et al., 1975;
Cestnik, 1990; Cestnik and Bratko, 1991; Dzeroski
p
et al., 1992]. Below we have used the value K^ = n;
for the properties of this particular estimate see
[Bishop et al., 1975]. The value  can be seen as a
`guess' at p prior to looking at domain information.
We used an estimate of the value P ( ) for , an approach common in the machine learning literature.
P (l < t) was calculated by integrating between p~ t
and p~ + t on the posterior distribution. The actual
value of t is not crucial. It a ects the magnitude of
P (l < t), but rarely a ects the preference ordering.
In our experiments t was set to 0.025.
Pseudo-Bayes Like Bayesian, but
r(n r)
K^ =
(n r)2
Such an approach is pseudo-Bayesian because K^ ,
which is usually seen as a prior parameter is a function of r=n|which is a parameter of the training
data.
Generating preference orderings in this way provides
an alternative to orderings based on speci city (for example [Poole, 1985; Nute, 1988]). In the context of
prioritized logics, some of the issues of speci city and
accuracy have been considered in [Cussens and Hunter,
1991; Cussens and Hunter, 1993], but there is a clear
need to further clarify this relationship by building on
more general results relating non-monotonic reasoning
and probabilistic inference [Pearl, 1990; Bacchus, 1990;
Bacchus et al., 1992].

A preliminary empirical comparison

In our preliminary comparison, we considered two domains. The rst was for rules that predict whether a
protein residue is part of an alpha-helix. These rules
were de ned in terms of relative position in a protein
and various biochemical parameters. We call this domain the protein domain. The second was for rules
that predict the relative activity of drugs. These rules
were de ned in terms of the structure of the drug and
they provided a partial ordering over the degrees of
activity of the drugs. We call this domain the drugs
domain.
For the protein domain, from a training set of 1778
examples together with background knowledge consisting of 6940 ground literals, Golem generated 100 clauses

for the predicate symbol alpha helix and 99 clauses for
the predicate symbol not alpha helix and hence 199
SF clauses for alpha helix and :alpha helix. For the
drugs domain, from a training set of 1762 examples together with background knowledge consisting of 2106
ground literals, Golem generated 23 clauses for the binary predicate greater activity and 24 for the predicate symbol not greater activity, giving 47 SF rules for
greater activity and :greater activity.
For the protein domain, Table 1 was formed using
a test set of 401 not alpha helix examples and 322 alpha helix examples. For the drugs domain, Table 2 was
formed according to a test set of 513 greater activity
examples and 513 not greater activity examples.
Accuracy The key observation from these tables is
that if we de ne accuracy by the ratio correct/(correct
+ incorrect), as we do in the `Accuracy' column, then
the performance of Prolog is inferior to that of SF logic.
Furthermore, the di erence in accuracy between the
two variants of SF is negligible.
The marked improvement in accuracy of SF logic
over Prolog is contingent on the assumption that we
can ignore the examples classi ed as undecided. In
other words, in this interpretation, the increased skepticism of the SF logic is not regarded negatively. However, this is only one way of interpreting the undecided
category. If accuracy is de ned as the percentage of
correct examples, as in the `Correct' column, then SF
is markedly less accurate.
Comparing De nitions 1 and 2 When comparing
the variants of SF logic, we nd, after rounding, that
the same results are obtained using De nition 1 for the
three di erent estimation techniques|this is because
they all return similar values. Also, since De nition 1
gives a total ordering on the labels, only those examples that are not covered by any rule are undecided.
Using the more skeptical De nition 2, we nd that accuracy was close or equal to De nition 1 in all cases.
Skepticism and the Protein Domain In the proteins domain, skepticism, as measured by the percentage of undecided examples, increases signi cantly as we
move from De nition 1 to De nition 2. This increase
was greatest using relative frequency, since there, the
rst value of its label, p~ = r=n, which estimates the
accuracy of a rule, can be high even if n and consequently n=N is low. Using De nition 2 with relative
frequency, a rule is preferred over another if and only
if both the rst value of its label (~p = r=n) and the
second (n=N ) are greater than the respective parts of
the label of the competing rule. So many rules with
high r=n values but low n values will be preferred over
competing rules using De nition 1, but not when using
De nition 2.
In contrast, for K^ = pn and pseudo-Bayes, values
for p~ substantially higher than the prior mean  are
only possible if n is reasonably high. If n is high then,

Correct Incorrect Undecided
58
42
0
59
41
0
De nition 1 using relative frequency
53
31
16
De nition 2 using relative frequency
45
25
30
p
^
De nition 1 using K = pn
53
31
16
De nition 2 using K^ = n
48
27
25
De nition 1 using pseudo-Bayes
53
31
16
De nition 2 using pseudo-Bayes
50
29
21
Prolog with alpha helix clauses
Prolog with not alpha helix clauses

Accuracy
58
59
63
64
63
64
63
63

Table 1: The Protein Domain (all values are percentages)
Correct Incorrect Undecided
79
21
0
80
20
0
De nition 1 using relative frequency
70
5
25
De nition 2 using relative frequency
70
5
25
p
^
De nition 1 using K = pn
70
5
25
De nition 2 using K^ = n
70
5
25
De nition 1 using pseudo-Bayes
70
5
25
De nition 2 using pseudo-Bayes
70
5
25
Prolog with greater clauses
Prolog with not greater clauses

Accuracy
79
80
93
93
93
93
93
93

Table 2: The Drugs Domain (all values are percentages)
usually, so will be the second part of the label, P (l < t).
So in these cases, the second part of the label is usually
high when the rst part is, which explains the smaller
increase in skepticism as we move from De nition 1 to
De nition 2.
Skepticism and the Drugs Domain In the drugs
domain, we have, after rounding, the same results for
both variants of SF logic and all estimates. This is because con icts between arguments in occurred only
for relatively few test examples.
Summary of Empirical Comparison If we allow
increased skepticism, the results given here indicate
how a richer formalism such as prioritized logics can be
used for increased accuracy in reasoning. Furthermore,
this shows how a clearer understanding of generating
explicit orderings in terms of statistical inference can
support this improved capability.

Discussion

It has been widely acknowledged that non-monotonic
logics are of critical importance for arti cial intelligence, yet there is some dissatisfaction with the rate
and nature of progress in the development of nonmonotonic logics that address the needs of arti cial
intelligence.
Many developments in non-monotonic logics have
been based on a set of reasoning problems concerning,
for example, inheritance, multiple extensions, and cumulativity. Existing non-monotonic logics can be used

to capture these problems in an intuitive fashion by
appropriate encoding. Yet for the user of these kinds
of formalism, it is not clear which is the most appropriate.
We believe that developing non-monotonic logics for
arti cial intelligence is, in part, an engineering problem
and that the space of possible logics that could constitute a solution is enormous. It is therefore necessary to
augment theoretical analyses of non-monotonic logics
with sound empirical analyses. This should then focus
the endeavour on improving the performance of reasoning with uncertain information, and as a matter of
course should raise further important and interesting
theoretical questions.
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